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Cryptococcus, a major cause of disseminated infections in immunocompromised patients, kills over 600,000 people per year worldwide. Genes involved in the virulence of the meningitis-causing fungus are being characterized at an increasing rate, and to date, at least 648 Cryptococcus gene names have been published. However, these data are scattered throughout the literature and are challenging to find. Furthermore, conflicts in locus identification exist, so that named genes have been subsequently published under new names or names associated with one locus have been used for another locus. To avoid these conflicts and to provide a central source of Cryptococcus gene information, we have collected all published Cryptococcus gene names from the scientific literature and associated them with standard Cryptococcus locus identifiers and have incorporated them into FungiDB (www.fungidb.org). FungiDB is a panfungal genome database that collects gene information and functional data and provides search tools for 61 species of fungi and oomycetes. We applied these published names to a manually curated ortholog set of all Cryptococcus species currently in FungiDB, including Cryptococcus neoformans var. neoformans strains JEC21 and B-3501A, C. neoformans var. grubii strain H99, and Cryptococcus gattii strains R265 and WM276, and have written brief descriptions of their functions. We also compiled a protocol for gene naming that summarizes guidelines proposed by members of the Cryptococcus research community. The centralization of genomic and literature-based information for Cryptococcus at FungiDB will help researchers communicate about genes of interest, such as those related to virulence, and will further facilitate research on the pathogen.

Cryptococcus neoformans and Cryptococcus gattii are major causes of disseminated disease in immunocompromised patients, which can result in severe, often fatal, meningitis (1). C. gattii is a global pathogen, and its prevalence in the United States has risen; it is responsible for an increasing number of infections in the U.S. Pacific Northwest (2). Furthermore, recent reports suggest that cryptococcosis due to C. gattii is even more common in immunocompetent and AIDS patients than previously estimated (3, 4). C. neoformans also occurs worldwide and is a common complication in HIV-positive individuals and in AIDS patients (4). C. neoformans has emerged as a model organism for the study of pathogenesis, and molecular tools for transformation and gene deletion, protein localization with green fluorescent protein (GFP) (5), and conditional knockdowns with RNA interference (RNAi) (6) have enabled detailed analyses of links between gene function and molecular mechanisms of pathogenesis. The construction of a gene knockout collection is under way for C. neoformans var. grubii strain H99, and to date, more than 1,200 knockout strains have been deposited at the Fungal Genetics Stock Center (7). Both a community-developed microarray platform and transcriptome-sequencing (RNA-seq) strategies have been used in gene expression studies that have identified major virulence determinants and essential pathways, such as capsule biosynthesis (8), stress (9) and temperature response (10), and sexual development (11). Genome sequencing and transcript profiling have revealed the molecular inventory of the organism and facilitated comparative genomics studies among the species and strains (12). For example, genomic comparisons of different Cryptococcus genomes revealed a unique chromosomal translocation in strains of C. neoformans var. grubii that influence virulence attributes (13).

The genomes of C. neoformans var. neoformans strain JEC21 and the related strain B-3501A were sequenced and published almost a decade ago (12). The genome of C. neoformans var. grubii strain H99 was sequenced by Duke University and the Broad Institute (www.broadinstitute.org/annotation/genome/cryptococcus_neoformans/), and a chromosome level assembly and improved annotation for H99 has recently been completed (14). The genome sequencing of two strains of C. gattii, R265 and WM276, has also been completed, and analysis of the strains revealed considerable genomic variation in clinical and environmental isolates and changes in chromosome copy numbers in isolates with fluconazole heteroresistance (15, 16). The sequencing of additional Cryptococcus genomes is under way (3). The analysis of these additional genomes will provide insights into Cryptococcus biology and will likely direct further research studies on Cryptococcus.

FungiDB (www.fungidb.org) (17) is an expanding fungal genome database that provides sequence information, functional data, and intuitive search tools for 61 species spanning the fungal and oomycetal tree of life, with genomes from Ascomycota, Basidiomycota, and Oomycota. For instance, analysis of the genome of C. neoformans var. neoformans using functional annotations from FungiDB revealed an essential pathway that encodes a ribose-5-phosphate isomerase, an enzyme that is involved in pyruvate metabolism and therefore important for fungal pathogenesis (18).
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sidiomycota, Mucormycotina, Chytridiomycotina, and Oomycetes. FungiDB also contains functional genomics data, including cell cycle microarray data for Saccharomyces cerevisiae; RNA-seq data for Coprinopsis cinerea, Neurospora crassa, and Rhizopus oryzae; and yeast two-hybrid interaction data for S. cerevisiae. The genome sequences and predicted gene product information, as well as functional genomics data, are available at FungiDB for five strains representing two species and two varieties of Cryptococcus.

The amount of functional information for Cryptococcus genes is growing rapidly, and there is a pressing need for a central resource that collects, organizes, and disseminates these data. Currently, functional information about Cryptococcus is dispersed in the published literature, requiring potentially time-consuming literature reading for researchers to find and incorporate characterized gene function data into their research. During this process, important references can be overlooked, often due to locus misidentification and conflicts in gene naming. In numerous instances, characterized genes with already published names have been given new names in subsequent publications, or a name associated with one locus has been used to refer to another locus (see the supplemental material).

To minimize nomenclature-related confusion among researchers, it has become imperative to gather and organize data from genetic, molecular, and epidemiological studies of Cryptococcus into a single resource of collective knowledge. We have compiled an up-to-date and comprehensive gene set for Cryptococcus published gene names, along with their locus identifiers (IDs) and descriptions, and have used these names and descriptions to annotate the set of syntenic orthologs across five Cryptococcus genomes. In addition, we propose a set of gene-naming guidelines that has been developed based on community protocols and in consultation with the Cryptococcus community. We have also established a Cryptococcus Gene Registry where gene names can be reserved in advance of publication. All of these data and resources are freely accessible at FungiDB. The centralized location of genomic and curated information for Cryptococcus will enable researchers to communicate effectively about particular genes, such as those related to virulence, and will facilitate gene function-based research on this important fungal pathogen.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cryptococcus gene name collection. PubMed searches at NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) (18) were performed using the keywords “Cryptococcus” and “gene” or “Cryptococcus” and “mutant.” Replacing the term “Cryptococcus” with “Filobasidiella” did not result in any additional papers with gene names. These publications were then screened for the presence of a Cryptococcus gene that included a name. Papers that contained names associated with standard locus identifiers for the H99 or JEC21 strain were entered in a FileMakerPro (FileMaker, Inc.) database. For gene names associated with a GenBank identifier, sequences were compared by BLAST to the Cryptococcus genomes in FungiDB, and that gene name was assigned to the matching locus identifier. Papers containing DNA or protein sequence of the described gene were compared by BLASTn or BLASTp, respectively, to the Cryptococcus genomes in FungiDB, and the appropriate locus identifier was associated with the gene name. In some instances, no sequence information at all was provided or the primer sequences listed were insufficient for unambiguous locus determination. In these cases, the corresponding author of the publication was contacted directly by e-mail for clarification of the sequence and/or H99 or JEC21 locus identifier.

Expert review of published gene information. Community review of the published gene information for Cryptococcus was performed by e-mail communication with an international group of principal investigators from 30 Cryptococcus research laboratories. We asked these researchers to review a preliminary list of JEC21 and H99 gene names and descriptions with the specific goal of identifying errors, missed gene names, or any other comments they wished to make about their genes of interest or on gene naming in Cryptococcus. The responses we received were analyzed, and appropriate changes were noted. Comments received by e-mail regarding gene name protocols from each laboratory were documented and compiled into a standard protocol that reflected the majority opinion of the responders.

Ortholog determination. Ortholog assignment of published gene names was determined by FungiDB 3.0 (released May 2014) (17). FungiDB uses the EupathDB (www.eupathdb.org) (19) analysis pipelines to load and analyze genomic sequences. Briefly OrthoMCL (20) was used to identify orthologs across 88 eukaryotic genomes, 16 archaeal genomes, and 34 bacterial genomes to create clusters that are made available in OrthoMCL-DB (version 5) (21). Genes from all fungal genomes in FungiDB are mapped into OrthoMCL-DB ortholog clusters by protein similarity (22). Mercator (23) was used to construct a synteny map of the homologous regions. The orthology and synteny groupings of genes hosted in FungiDB was used to determine the orthology of genes across the five Cryptococcus genomes. Syntonic orthologs for every curated gene (see the supplemental material) were determined by manual visual inspection of the syntonic orthology of the genomes of C. neoformans var. grubii strain H99, C. neoformans var. neoformans strains JEC21 and B-3501A, and C. gattii strains WM276 and RM265 (see the supplemental material) (Fig. 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Collection of published gene information for Cryptococcus. The corpus of published literature for an organism or species takes many years to generate and holds great potential as a source of information about the biology of an organism and its genes and proteins. Because these data are produced over time and vary in availability, searching for biological information about a gene or protein can be challenging. However, when the data about gene function from published research are collected and organized into a central Web-accessible location, researchers gain immediate access to all available information about the genes they study. The manual curation of data from the published literature provides a rich and valuable resource that combines sequences with gene names and functional information about proteins, such as phenotypes of mutant strains, Gene Ontology (24) annotations, and expression profiles, and connects them to powerful analysis tools. The analysis of such manually curated data can further stimulate hypothesis-driven research, either on a small scale or on a genome-wide scale. Despite the tremendous value this type of resource provides to the research community, databases with literature-based curation are available for only a limited number of fungal species.

In an effort to promote research and effective communication among researchers about the gene identity and function of the pathogen, we have collected and organized all available published data about Cryptococcus gene function and have made these data available at FungiDB. By searching PubMed, we found over 200 published Cryptococcus papers, dating from 1994 to 2013, with gene-related information, from which we collected 678 published names or aliases (synonyms) for 648 genes and wrote brief descriptions about the function of each gene (see the supplemental material). We also made use of a gene description prediction algorithm, Automated Assignment of Human Readable Descriptions (AHRD), to provide additional descriptions of gene function as a comparison to the curated descriptions (see the
supplemental material). Although the medical impact of *C. gattii* is high, functional gene analysis has been limited in strains of the species. Thus, the majority of our annotations came from publications describing research in *C. neoformans* var. *grubii* strain H99 and *C. neoformans* strain JEC21 with a small number of annotations coming from strain B-3501A.

Systematic locus identifiers for *C. neoformans* JEC21 genes were often included in papers published after 2005, but at least 50 of the papers we examined were published prior to the release of the JEC21 systematically named gene set. For this older set of papers, we used BLASTp (25) to match sequences labeled with GenBank identifiers and/or sequences presented in figures or tables in the papers to those in the current genome release at FungiDB. A small number of papers required verification with the authors to unambiguously identify the locus that was linked to the gene name. We encourage researchers to include a reference to the *Cryptococcus* systematic locus ID in future publications to facilitate the linking of gene annotations to their respective genes.

We found a surprisingly small number of gene name conflicts—the same gene has been published under more than one name or when more than one gene has been called by the same name—although we uncovered potential conflicts with the nomenclature for unpublished genes that are under investigation. We resolved the gene name conflicts that exist in the literature by using the rule that the first published name becomes the unique standard name for that gene and any additional names used in subsequent publications become aliases, or synonyms. This has been standard practice in the *S. cerevisiae* and *Candida albicans* communities for many years, so there is ample precedent for the approach. This manually curated and community-reviewed (described below) collection of published gene names and descriptions will aid researchers in their characterization of gene function and factors responsible for the pathogenicity of *Cryptococcus*.

**Cryptococcus community gene annotation review.** To leverage the collective knowledge of the *Cryptococcus* research community and to garner support for the development and use of a freely available manually curated genomic resource for *Cryptococcus*, an initial set of 593 genes with names and descriptions (with associated PubMed identifiers) were sent by email to the heads of 30 *Cryptococcus* research laboratories for a 5-week period of review (December 2013 to January 2014). The file contained data from the H99 strain and/or the JEC21 strain that were curated from published, gene-centered literature. BLASTp results for H99 genes compared with *S. cerevisiae* proteins and specific questions or notes about particular genes were also supplied. Of these requests, we received timely and detailed responses from 26 of the research groups. All responses were analyzed for new gene name assignments associated with a literature reference, for leads on the first instance of publication of a gene name, and for the existence of conflicts in gene names. We found that the researchers who responded were highly meticulous about every published gene being represented on the list and adamant that the first name used in publication should become the standard name used in every subsequent publication. We also found that *Cryptococcus* researchers universally want a consistent gene-naming system based on both the identities of the orthologs and the gene nomenclature in use by the *S. cerevisiae* research community (described in detail below). Altogether, the efforts of the community during the gene review period supplied us with comments for over 200 genes and alerted us to additional references that resulted in an additional 42 published gene names that were included in the final curated gene set.

**A community-based genetic nomenclature for Cryptococcus.** The use of a community-supported genetic nomenclature is an essential first step in the development of a rational system for communicating information about genes and mutants of a species. In the absence of a unified gene-naming system, gene name
conflicts occur and lead to confusion and errors in research when either a single name is used to refer to more than one gene, a single gene has been referred to by more than one name, or the name assigned to a gene is also used in related fungi for a gene with an entirely different function. Inconsistent formatting of gene names can also lead to confusion, as genes, proteins, or mutants of a species are often distinguished by uppercase and lowercase letters and/or italicization of the names. Standard names for published genes from the H99 and JEC21 genomes were assigned by the first appearance in the main body of a peer-reviewed publication. Extended lists of gene names in publication supplements that lack characterization were not incorporated as standard names at FungiDB. We now consider this set of published names to be the standard names across both Cryptococcus species (five reference genomes) and encourage their use in all subsequent publications that refer to these genes or their syntenic orthologs in the name. (ix) Use the reciprocal best match of an S. cerevisiae gene, the name will be chosen from the genome whose sequence is currently being determined (3) will also use these gene names in future publications. (ii) Avoid using “Cn” in the formal gene name unless for purposes of comparison in a discussion. The “Cn” (“Cg” for C. gattii) will be dropped from the standard gene name when it is recorded in FungiDB. (iii) Be certain that a published standard name does not already exist for the gene of interest. Check FungiDB for standard names and the community comments field on the gene for unpublished gene name reservations. (iv) Check to be sure that the name has not already been used to name a different Cryptococcus gene. A search of FungiDB should uncover names already in use. Also, a PubMed search with the gene name and “Cryptococcus” may pull up a publication with the name if it has been published. (v) Check to be sure that the name being considered has not already been used to name homologs of different genes in S. cerevisiae. A search at the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) (www.yeastgenome.org) will reveal whether the name has been associated with an S. cerevisiae gene with a different function. (vi) Use the format of 3 capital letters plus a number for the gene name, consistent with the S. cerevisiae nomenclature (26). Gene names should be capitalized and italicized (e.g., ACT1), while protein names have the first letter capitalized with the rest of the letters lowercase and are not italicized (e.g., Act1). (vii) The names of mutant genes should be designated by italicization in lowercase (e.g., act1). (viii) Avoid using names that start with a “C” if it stands for Cryptococcus as the first word in the name. (ix) Use the reciprocal best match of an S. cerevisiae protein with a BLASTp E value cutoff of <10e−5 to determine likely orthology (27). (x) In a case where more than one Cryptococcus protein matches a single S. cerevisiae protein (e.g., Xyz1), multiply the digit by 100 and then use the last digit to represent the different genes (e.g., XYZ101, XYZ102, etc.). (xi) For genes that

FIG 2 Flowchart for assigning names to Cryptococcus genes. A gene name is assigned based on prior publication in any of the Cryptococcus species or by homology to a gene in the model yeast S. cerevisiae. In cases of ambiguous orthology relationships with many Cryptococcus genes and 1 copy in S. cerevisiae, names are based on the yeast name but with a two-digit number appended. Where there are multiple S. cerevisiae homologs for a C. neoformans gene, the name will be chosen from that which best fits the role or function inferred from the Cryptococcus experiment. Where there are many paralogous copies in both C. neoformans and S. cerevisiae, a unique name not directly tied to the S. cerevisiae name is chosen for the gene.
lack a named *S. cerevisiae* ortholog, choose a unique name or use the name of the closest well-characterized ortholog in another species. The general rule, however, is that if there is functional characterization of a *Cryptococcus* protein and it is involved in a different process than in other species, the name should reflect its function in *Cryptococcus*.

In some cases, exceptions to the preferred standard nomenclature were made. For example, for genes within the mating-type locus, we used an “alpha” designation appended to the name for all strains that bear a MATα mating-type locus: *SXI1alpha*, *STE3alpha*, etc. The word “alpha” must be spelled out for database purposes, and this exception to the gene nomenclature was also made for database reasons in *S. cerevisiae* for its MATα locus. The “α” designation was used in the original identification of the genes in the *MATα* loci (28) and is appropriate for use in publication. All of the *Cryptococcus* strains currently in FungiDB (H99, JEC21, B-3501A, WM276, and R265) are of the MATα mating type. When whole genome sequences of *MATα* strains become available through future sequencing efforts, the MATα version of these genes will have an “α” appended. The adoption of a genetic nomenclature with proven success, as in the system in *S. cerevisiae*, will serve to unify the community behind a set of agreed upon standards, and the use of these guidelines will improve communication among researchers engaged in gene-centered research in *Cryptococcus*.

### Ortholog determination and annotation across three *Cryptococcus* species

A total of 6,975 protein-coding gene models are predicted in the recently updated genome of *C. neoformans* var. *grubii* strain H99 (14), 6,476 are predicted for the *C. neoformans* strain JEC21 (12), and 6,500 are predicted for B-3501A. For *C. gattii* strains R265 and WM276, 6,216 and 6,575 gene models are predicted, respectively (Table 1) (15) and are available for searching in FungiDB.

One of the suggestions repeated by *Cryptococcus* researchers is that gene names should be applied consistently across the *Cryptococcus* species and strains. To comply with this request requires an error-free ortholog set with one-to-one protein matches so that only those proteins with orthology supported by synteny data are aligned in an ortholog group. Therefore, we selected genes corresponding to the published gene set from the H99 and JEC21 strains and also the genes that were submitted for name reservation (described below) and determined the orthologs across the species (Table 1) by manually examining synteny across the five related genomes (Fig. 1) hosted at FungiDB. The manual determination of the syntenic ortholog groups of the remaining ~5,400 *Cryptococcus* genes is an ongoing effort. Published names were applied across all species, even if they were not in the preferred 3-letter plus a number format, (e.g., the histone chaperone *HIRA* [7] and the fungus-specific glucosylceramide *EGCrP1* [29]) (see the supplemental material). Adding an additional name to a gene to conform to a naming guideline only exacerbates the problem by associating more than one name with a single gene, a circumstance we hope to avoid.

By providing this set of manually curated orthologs between the H99, JEC21, B-3501A, WM276, and R265 genomes, we have enabled researchers to view at a glance the roughly 9% of genes (Table 1) that already have published names and those names that have already been assigned to a locus, thus increasing the chance for uniform and meaningful gene name assignments in future publications.

### A gene name registry for *Cryptococcus*

A gene name registry is a system in which a new and unique gene name can be assigned to a locus prior to publication. It lets other researchers know that the gene is under investigation and publication of the name is imminent. It can also alert investigators to potential conflicts in gene names, which most researchers strongly seek to avoid. After polling, 14 laboratory heads stated that they would support and use a gene name registry for *Cryptococcus* at FungiDB, and 27 genes were voluntarily submitted for prepublication registry during the gene list preview period (see the supplemental material). The remaining respondents focused on gene name review and simply did not answer the question. These gene registry comments are available in the community comments field for the respective genes at FungiDB, and the complete list of community comments, including gene name reservations, can be downloaded at www.fungidb.org.

### Conclusions

Published gene names and descriptions for three *Cryptococcus* species have been made available in a consistent format for searching and downloading to facilitate the dissemination of gene and protein information. A genetic nomenclature for *Cryptococcus* has been built by community feedback and consensus from dedicated researchers. The creation of a *Cryptococcus* gene registry at FungiDB has received community-wide support. The organization and annotation of these data in one centrally located database provides the *Cryptococcus* research community with a rich source of genome annotation data, a valuable place to consider gene name information, and a place for community comments. All of these resources are available for search and download at FungiDB. We hope that the collection of *Cryptococcus* gene annotations in a publically available, centrally located resource will promote further functional research on this medically important pathogen.
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